Abstract
Introduction

50
Tight regulation of fluid and electrolyte balance is crucial for cellular function and survival. The 
63
potential for intracellular generation of angiotensin peptides) (39; 40; 68).
65
The SFO has been implicated as an important nucleus for the control of fluid intake (reviewed in 66 (62)). There is strong experimental support for the local action of ANG-II in the SFO. ANG-II
67
AT 1 receptors (AT 1 R) are expressed on SFO neurons, and on post-synaptic neurons in the 68 paraventricular nucleus and supraoptic nuclei which receive projections from the SFO (9; 24; 69 28; 42; 47). Direct injection of ANG-II into the brain causes increased fluid intake in rats through
70
an AT 1 R-dependent pathway, which is abolished by lesions of the SFO (56-58). In mice,
71
peripheral injection of ANG-II stimulates c-fos immunoreactivity in the SFO, as it does in rats, 
82
ANG-II is injected directly into the AV3V region (7; 8).
84
In addition to the local action of ANG-II, there is experimental support for the concept that ANG-
85
II is locally generated within the SFO. Renin and angiotensinogen are transcriptionally co- 
98
Thus, production and action of ANG-II in the SFO is necessary to increase fluid intake. What 99 remains unknown is whether selective ANG-II production only in the SFO is sufficient on its own 100 to increase fluid intake and BP. We tested this directly by generating and analyzing a unique 136 injection of AdCRE the mice were killed via CO 2 , their brains were removed, sunk and frozen in 137 optimal cutting tool (OCT; Sakura). The brain was sectioned on a cryostat, and the MnPO,
138
SFO, and bilateral PVN were identified according to "The Mouse Brain Atlas in Stereotaxic
139
Coordinates" (Paxinos and Franklin, Academic Press)(53). These brain areas were punched 140 with a 0.5 mm punch (Stoeling, Co. 
213
Mice were placed into temperature controlled, insulated chambers for estimation of heat 
258
To test whether we can specifically induce human angiotensinogen expression in the SFO of 
287
( Figure 3C ). Thus, whereas increased expression of the human RAS specifically in the SFO of 288 sRA Red mice is sufficient to increase water intake, it is insufficient to raise blood pressure.
290
We previously showed that increased activity of the brain RAS increases resting metabolic rate 291 (29; 30). We therefore sought to determine if an SFO-selective increase in human RAS activity 292 increased metabolic rate. Like blood pressure, there was no difference in resting metabolic 293 rate, oxygen consumption (VO 2 ), and heat production estimated by respirometry compared with 294 controls after injection of AdCRE (Table 1) .
296
Expression of the human RAS selectively in the SFO is sufficient to increase fluid intake.
297
The data above suggest that increased activity of the human RAS in the SFO induces water 298 intake when water is the only fluid offered. Consequently, we next examined fluid intake in mice
299
given a two-bottle choice between water and isotonic saline (0.15M NaCl). There was a significant increase in 24 hour fluid intake in 2 separate cohorts of sRA Red mice compared to 301 controls starting 20 days after ICV injection of AdCRE ( Figure 4A ). This reflected an increase in 302 0.15M NaCl ( Figure 4B ) and total sodium uptake ( Figure 4C ), but not an increase in water 303 intake ( Figure 4D ). Thus, when given a two-bottle choice with 0.15M NaCl, the increase in fluid 304 intake occurred due to an increased preference for saline ( Figure 4E ). There was no change in 305 food intake ( Figure 4F ). Urine volume in AdCRE-treated sRA Red mice was unchanged at 306 baseline and at day 14 when there was no increase in fluid intake, but increased 1.9-fold at day 307 21 when the maximal increase in fluid intake was reached. We confirmed there was an 308 increase in the expression of human angiotensinogen mRNA in the SFO of one of these cohorts 309 similar to data in Figure 1 (data not shown). There were no changes in serum chemistry or 310 renal function (Table 2) .
312
We next examined the intake and preferences for increased concentrations of saline. sRA 
319
sodium was increased, but there was no increase in the preference for hypertonic saline. Urine 320 sodium was also increased in AdCRE-treated sRA Red mice given 0.3M NaCl ( Figure 5F ). There
321
was no increase in fluid, water, or NaCl intake when 0.5M NaCl was offered. Urine volume 322 increased 2.13-and 2.26-fold in sRA Red mice given 0.15M and 0.3M NaCl, respectively, but
323
were not different from controls at 0.5M NaCl.
325
Increase fluid intake in AdCRE-treated sRA Red is mediated by PKC.
326
Coble et al. 
344
Discussion
346
There are several important findings in this study. First, the induction of human RAS expression 347 selectively in the SFO of transgenic mice causes increased water intake that is mediated by an
348
AT 1 R-and PKC-dependent mechanism. Second, increased fluid intake, when given as a choice 349 between 0.15M NaCl and water, is due to increased consumption of 0.15M NaCl but not water,
350
suggestive of an increased preference for saline under non-aversive conditions. Third, when 351 the mice are provided a choice between 0.3M NaCl and water, their increased fluid intake was 352 largely due to a preference for water, although they exhibited increased sodium intake as well.
353
There was no increase in fluid intake when 0.5M NaCl was provided suggesting it was aversive.
354
From this we can conclude that localized production of ANG-II in the SFO in this model induces 
412
The second surprising finding was the lack of an increase in baseline blood pressure. Lesions 
426
Differential effects of ANG-II on blood pressure and drinking were also observed in Sprague-
427
Dawley in response to AT 2 R inhibition (66).
429
AdCRE-treated sRA Red mice increase their water intake when water is the only fluid offered. 
462
when palatable, but not when aversive, and therefore exhibit increased "intake" but not
463
"appetite" (30). Thus our data using ICV AdCRE-treated sRA Red mice suggest that SFO-specific
464
ANG-II hyperactivity is sufficient to recapitulate the fluid intake patterns that are present with 465 whole-brain RAS hyperactivity in mice.
467
Perspectives and Significance
468
We show that production of ANG-II selectively in the SFO is sufficient on its own to increase 
